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TROUBLES MOUNT AT BARLO
With the strike at the Barlo
plant in Clonmel going into its
14th week at the time of
writing, the future for the
factory and its workforce which number nearly 160 looks grim.
Group Managing Director
McKenna resigned
i
diately after Christmas
while the unaudited results
for the six months ended 30
September 1989 - as revealed
in the second week of January
- indicate a Barlo Group plc
loss of nearly £ 1.2 million on
sales of a little more than
£11.5 million.
These figures compare with
a profit of £704,000 on sales
of £ 13.098 million for the
same period to 30 September
1988.
The loss as revealed for the
1989 September-ended six
months was anticipated and
even predicted by Chairman
and Chief Executive Aidan
Barlo at the Group's AGM on
19 September last. However,
the final figure was higher
than expected.
. en the seasonal nature of
"ale of central heating

products, a company such as
Barlo could normally look
forward to better results for
the period October through to
March.
However, in the case of Barlo
this is unlikely to come about.
Indeed, Aidan Barlo forecast
further losses for this period
and points to an estimated
loss of approximately £2
million for the year as a whole.
This is despite significant
cost-cutting
measures
introduced over the last 12
months in particular which
saw the closure of two UK
distribution centres (Crawley
and Dunstable) in favour of a
new centralised sales and
warehousing centre in Luton;
the disposal of the Group's
own transport fleet and the
switch to contract hauliers;
and a substantial reduction in
Head Office and group
overheads.
Unfortunately, an effort to
trim wage costs at the Clonmel
plant
which Barlo
management maintains were
almost double that paid by UK
manufactUring competitors to
their employees - gave rise to

BTU GOLFER OF THE YEAR

a stalemate when agreement
could not be reached on such
a reduction.
Consequently, in an effort to
hold market position, Barlo
stepped up the production of
their new plant in Leigh in
Manchester
where
manufacturing costs are
significantly lower.
Worker response in Clonmel
was to take strike action in
October 1989. -Despite several
meetings between management and the unions no
agreement was reached. Even
after a number of Labour
Court meetings the situation
still looks far from resolved.
While Aidan Barlo is on
record as saying that
production in Clonmel will recommence once a satisfactory
agreement on wage rates can
be reached, the position of
both parties has, if anything,
become even more entrenched
of late. The recent weakness of
Sterling has made the Clonmel
plant even less competitive
than before the dispute began.
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Taking all the factors into
consideration, the re-opening
of the Clonmel plant in the
near future seems highly
unlikely at present.

Crackdown On Black Economy
The Minister for Social
Welfare, Dr Michael Woods
TD, has signed regulations
which require employers
and
others
in
the
construction (and forestry)
industry to notify his
Department
of
subcontractors hire by them.
The sub-contractors will, in
turn, be reqUired to notify
the Department of any
person engaged to carry out
that contract, either with
them or on their behalf.
The regulations, which came
into force earlier this month
represent
a
major
crackdown on the black
economy and are aimed at
rooting out unscrupulous
employers
and
subcontractors who collude in
social welfare fraud.

• Joe Warren. Advertisement Manager. BSNews. presenting Ray Byrne
with his trophy as B7V Golfer of the Year. BSNews sponsors this prize each
year and. for the season just completed. Ray proved a very worthy winner.

Noel Donoghue has been
appointed Marketing Director
with Gypsum IndustIies plc. Mr
Donoghue has been with
Gypsum since 1959. He was
preViously Architectural Representative and Sales Manager
and In 1987 was appointed
Sales/Marketing Manager.

"I am determined to pursue
those employers and sub-

contractors who attempt to
cheat the taxpayer, their
competitors and their
employees," said Dr Woods.
The new regulations mean
that an employers in either
industry, who takes on subcontractors or employees
who are working and
claiming, can be prosecuted
for failure to make the
reqUired return. There will
be no need for the
Department to
prove
collusion.
Completed notification
forms (available from local
SOCial Welfare Offices) must
be returned within one
month of a new subcontractor or employee
being hired. Failure to
comply will carry the risk of
a fine of up to £10,000
and / or three years in
prison.
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• Bimetallic thermometers
"All-stainless" execution. Rotating dial, etc.
• Thermometers with electrical contacts
Mech. contacts, inductive detectors, microswitches.

• Gas-pressure thermometers
Exclusive extreme performance: -200°C (-3300Fl
up to +800°C (+1470 0 F). Remote reading up to
100 m (300 feet), with single capillary.

• Resistance probes Pt 100, thermocouples, sheathed
thermocouples, temperature transmitters.
• Pockets (thermowells) with tube welded to connection or
machined from the solid, with or without flange.

• Pressure gauges with bourdon tube, capillary tube
and interchangeable diaphragm seal.
• Differential pressure gauges with diaphragm.
• Pressure gauges with tubular probe.

• Digital temperature indicators
Temperature recorders and controllers.
• MADAC: autonomous datalogger.
For recording a wide range of physical values.

• Flow measuring systems
(differential pressure principle)
Venturi tubes, flow nozzles, orifice plates,
annuler chambers, measurement sections.

Don't hesitate to ask for detailed literature on the instrumens that interest you.

BWEIiER
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READERSHIP
DATA
Irish Buidling Services News (formerly
Irish H&V News) is Ireland's only Building
Services magazine providing coverage of

the heating, ventilating. air conditioning,
refrigeration, sanitaryware, plumbing.
m
tenance
and
environmental
in
tries. It is the only publication
catering exclusively for these industries
and its circulation includes members of
the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers:
The Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers; The Institu te of
Domestic Heating Engineers; The Energy
Managers' Association; The Institute of
Energy; The Institute of Plumbing; The
Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Mechanical Engineering
& Building
Services
Contracting
Association; The Irish Builders' Providers
Association; The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland; Small
Housebuiders' Association; Maintenance
Managers' Association.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building
services contractors and key executives in
industry, Government. Semi-State and
local authority bodies. Essentially. our
circulation is virtually saturation coverage
of all those with an interest and/or
involvement in the indUStry.
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Mark EireAn Open Invitation
Mark Eire extends an open
invitation to all interested
parties to visit them at one of
the nationwide venues during
their
8-step
travelling
roadshow throughout Ireland.
Mark Eire B.V. commenced
production of industrial
heating and ventilation
equipment almost three years
ago. Sales in the Irish market
began one year later. The
company's aim is to provide a
product and service second to
none in the heating market.
Mark provide a complete
range of gas and oil-fired
equipment for all industrial,
utility and sport applications.
Combined with their warm
water units (steam and
thermal fluids), and a range of
economisers, nobody has to
look beyond Mark on the
question of space-heating.
Mark's strong point is gas both L.P.G. and natural and the list of approvals Is
Impressive, including Holland,
Belgium, Germany and UK
(British Gas). The gas
products are robust and
attractive. Stainless steel heat
exchangers are supplied as
standard with a warranty of
10 years. The range of gas
products comprises:
•

Gas-fired suspended unit
heater;

•

Units available with Piezo
ignition or electronic
ignition, 14 size, from
18kw to 98 kw;

I

•

Plaque heaters:- For spot
heating, 4 sizes, 7kw to 18
kw;

•

Tube heaters:- 3 models,
22 22s and 38 22kw to 38
kw, wall or roof mounted:

•

Direct fire unit: - for areas
requiring high ventilation,
64kw
up.
Specially
customer designed.

•

Industrial Drying Equipment :- For an industrial
drying needs.

Mark have, at this point, a
number of units throughout
Ireland performing extremely
effectively. They claim to have
a unit for every application
and don't have to modify units
to fit different situations.
Mark are happy to be asked to
solve
difficult
heating
problems and supply comprehensive quotations free of
charge.

lOne-Stop Spares
Gas & Oil Parts Ltd are a
recently formed company,
involved in the sale of spare
parts and controls for a wide
range of heating and catering
appliances.
The company was formed in
August 1989 by Macarten
McCague (Tech. Eng) who,
until then had been Managing
Director of Gas Services Ltd
the Potterton Service Agents:
It is run with Frank Gilsenan
who has been specialising in
Riello oil and gas burners.
The idea of one company
stoc~ing and
supplying
multiple spares originated In
the UK, where it has been
proven
to
work
very
successfully over the past

decade. The response in
Ireland to date has been very
promising and
heating
suppliers and service agents
throughout the country have
warmed to the principle of
centraliSing spares.
At the present time there are
so many different makes of
burners and boilers in the
marketplace that it Is
beneficial for companies to
avail of all types of spares
from the one source - their
motto is "your fingers don't
have to do the walking".
All
enqulnes
rec' e
immediate attention
orders are dispatched and
delivered to follOwing day.

Mark Eire, together with their
agents, are working to provide
a service to meet the needs of
the growing market.
Part of that effort includes the
current travelling roadshow
which comprises a nationwide
tour of eight step-overs at
which the product range win
be exhibited and personnel on
hand to discuss the technical
merits of each unit.
An open invitation is extended

•

Cabinet heaters;

to all interested parties to
attend at whichever venue
most suits.

•

Free-standing, counter flow
or down flow, 35kw to 400
kw. These units are used
extensively for church
heating
throughout
Europe.

Ful1 details of dates, times
and venue for each stop-over
are outlined - together with
the formal invitation - on
page 5.

Reconair Wins AIB
Upgrade
Reconair have recently been The contract includes the
awarded the contract for the refrigeration work and the
supply and installation of a
provisional all commissioning
10-tonne computer cool unit services along with several
with 100% standby capability complicated manoeuvres
for the latest AIB computer
to
maintain
upgrade. This unit will be one necessary
of the new series 3 available computer operation during
the upgrade.
from Denco Air.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
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• Macartan McCague, Managing Director and Frank Gilsenan Sales
Manager. Gas & Oil Parts Limited.
.

Chambers
Audiometry Suite
Dan Chamers Ventilation, in
conjunction With Industrial
acoustics
Co,
Stalnes,
Middlesex, has just completed
the construction, supply and
installation of the new
Audiometry Suite at St
Jamess' Hospital.
The Audiometry Suite is an
integral part of the new outpatient Wing OffiCially opened
by the Minister of Health Rory
O'Hanlon in November 1989.
The Audiometry Suite prOvides
5t Jamess' Hospital with the
most up-to-date environment
in which hearing profiCiency
can be tested and prOVides
conditions in which the
patient is completely shielded
from all exterior SOund
sources, such as aircraft
noises and heavy vehicle
vibrational sounds, etc.

Only under such conditions
Can accurate hearing assessment be carried out.
The project Included all
electrical work, lighting,
ventilation,
one-way
observation window, radio
frequency shielding, intercom
system and of course double
layers of 102 mm thick
acoustic panel.
To give the appearance of a
regular conference room the
acoustic panels were finished
in a decorative wall fabric and
the floating floor was finished
in a carpet of complementary
colour. The overall effect is one
of relaxation and comfort.
JIm Bollard of Dan Chambers
venWation took charge of this
project.
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Flogas Completes Acquisition of Ergas
Early last December Flogas plc
("Flogas") completed the
acquisition of the entire issued
share capital of Ergas Ltd and
Ergas (NI) Ltd (together
referred to as "Ergas") from
the Royal Dutch/She)) Group
("Shell").

of the purchase consideration
was funded through bank
borrowings.
In

the

year

ended

31

December 1988. Ergas earned
profits before tax of IR£1.2
million on sales of IR£ 12.3
million. The Board estimates
that the fair value of the net

assets of Ergas at 30 June
1989
amounted
to
approximately IR£9.2 million
before the deduction of intercompany borrowings.

The purchase consideration.
which was related to the
audited tangible net worth of
Ergas at 30 June 1989. was
IR£12.7 million. including the
repayment of inter-company
borrowings of IR£5.5 million
which were owed by Ergas to
Shell
companies
at
completion.
ddition. a She)) company
been granted an option to
subscribe
for
770.000
Ordinary Shares in Flogas. at
a price of IR£2.60 per share.
exercisable at any time dUring
the period of five years from
the date of completion.
The acquisition of Ergas was
largely funded by the proceeds
of the recent 2 for 9 rights
issue by Flogas. which raised
IR£1O.06 million. The balance

• Michael Vincent Moran. National Certificate in Engineering (Electrical), receiving the Electrical Engineering
Student oJ the Year Awardfrom Barry Leach. Regional Officer. CrBSE.

I Who else. I

Roof Units introduce the world's first, external
f)
in the world and back it up with the best service and
rotor motor speed controllable mixed flow fan.
deli~ery. which is offered through a nationwide network
This outstanding unit is the result of an exhaustive - - - - - - - - - - - . of dlstnbutors and overseas agents.
five year development programme. !t combines the volume capability of
As you would expect, Roof Units hold registration of BS5750 Part I,
an axial with the pressure development of a centrifugal fan.
quality assurance scheme and are commirred to investment in a
product development
~~§§§§§§§§§§§§§§
The range offers far greater value than the dated two-stage axial,
being quieter, easier to install and unbelievably, less expensive.
programme to
~~
The direct drive motor has full speed control for flick ofa switch
make available the - - variations in performance and Hot Spot thermal protection.
very best in fan
Roof Units provide the best fan range with the best powered units
technology.
A
H' H."
0'
T H'
A "
HO V, H' N T G' 0 U p

ROOF UNITS GROUP

AVAILABLE VIA BELFAST & DUBLIN DISTRIBUTORS ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329 DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-720448
BUILDING SERVICES NEWS. JANUARY 1990 - 3
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New From
Manning & Usher

Quality Service for
House Builders
The Minister for Science and
Technology. Michael Smith.
TD. recently launched a new
EOLAS service for house
builders. The Eolas Quality
Materials Service will test the
main
products
and
components used in house
construction and provide
builders with immediate.
confidential results.
Mobile Technical Units will
collect the materials for test
and the results will be
communicated directly to the
builder on-site via computer
terminals.

• Pegler 1LX/TLM Room Stats from Manning & Usher.

Following their launch at the
recent lnterbuild by Pegler/
Sunvic. Irish distributors for
the brand Manning & Usher
announce the availability of
the following new products:-

-

New-style TLX and TLM
room stats. designed to
blend in with all possible
environments. They are
light grey in colour to
match the electronic
programmer range;
Performa quarter-turn.
snub-lever taps and mixer.
This
range
features
ceramic disc cartridges
with 90 degree action;

-

-

provide additional marketing
advantage" he said.
The service. when its use
becomes widespread. will also
help to highlight the work of
bona fide builders. In this way
customers will be assured
they are receiving value for
money for a purchase which is
often the greatest single
investment of their life.
For builders. the use of sitebased computer terminals will
enable a prompt response
should Eolas alert them to an
drop in the quality of
materials
being
us
Following on the quality
assurance initiative of the
lndependen t
Concrete
Manufacturers Association.
the QMS is a further milestone
on the road to providing
qUality control for all sectors
of the construction indUStry.

chrome or goldline finish;
tested
to
200.000
operations; Available in
1/2. 3/4 taps. high neck
and sink mixer. The range
complements the 4" lever
taps.

The Minister urged builders to
take advantage of the new
service to further assure
customers of the quality of
their products. "This quality
assurance
will
instil
confidence in the product and

Danum luxury taps with
ceramic discs. Danum CD
incorporates the latest
ceramic disc technology to
provide simple quarter turn
action and promise of long.
service-free life.

Interplumb '90

Terrier TRV conversion kit.
This kit enables eXisting
Terrier manual valves to be
upgraded to thermostatic.

Visitors to lnterplumb '90 (The
Barbican. London. May 31 to
June 2) will find a wide variety
of products in the plumbing
and heating field. from tools to
sanitaryware to valves. boilers
radiators and control system~
as well as some of the best of
the current vogue for water
quality enhancement systems.
Several
companies
are
launching new products at the
exhibition
and
many
international concerns are cooperating with European
partners to present a multinational image.
Visitors to Interplumb '90 will
find a wide range of products
and services never previously

exhibited by companies from
California.
Oregon.
Massachusetts and Alabama.
in the USA. plus international
groups from Italy. France.
Canada.
Germany
and
Australia.
lnterplumb '90 is aimed at a
cross section of specifiers.
consultants.
installers.
architects and technicians,of whom will be intereste~
plumbing
and
heating
products on the smallest local
scale
or
the
largest
international scale.
CORG!, NAPHMSC. lOP.
Plumbing Teachers and
Bathroom Council conferences
will coincide with the show.

Water Exhibition '90,
Birmingham
• Pegler Snub Nose QT Taps from Manning & Usher.

Shires Coloured Tap Heads
A new selection of coloured
tap heads has been launched
by Shires
Ireland.
to
complement their Medici
Brassware range.
These matching tap heads

are designed in a complete
range of Shires matching
colours including white; Ivory;
blue grass; peach; misty grey;
pearl onyx; chiffon pink and
willow green.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
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With 159 stands already sold.
the UK's National Water
Exhibition '90 is set to repeat
the success of the 1989 event.
NWE '90 will again be held at
the NEC. Birmingham (6 to 8
November) but on this
occasion in halls 6 and 7 doubling the space taken in
1989.
The growth in the size of this
increasingly important show is
a clear reflection on the
success of NWE '89 and the

fact that the National Water
EXhibition has been merged
with Watertec. the established
event run by the Association
of Water Officers.
The merger of the two
exhibitions followed the
signing of an agreement
between Turret (the National
Water Exhibition organisers)
and the AWO and means that
the UK water industrynow has
only one major annual event.
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r" EIRE B.V.

HEATING AND VENTILATION EXHIBITION
VENUE:

DATE:

LOCATION:

DUBLIN

16/1/90

The Burlington Hotel,
4 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4.

CORK

23/1/90

Country Club Hotel,
Montenotte, Cork.

LIMERICK

30/1/90

Limerick Inn Hotel,
Ennis Road, Limerick

WATERFORD

06/2/90

Tower Hotel,
The Mall, Waterford

GALWAY

13/2/90

Galway Ryan Hotel,
Oranmore Road, Galway

SLIGO

20/2/90

Southern Hotel,
Lord Edward Street, Sligo

MONAGHAN

21/2/90

Hi~rove Hotel,
01 Armagh Road, Monaghan.

ATHLONE

27/2/90

Prince of Wales Hotel,
Athlone.

®

...a r . EIRE B.V.

COOLEA, MACRO OM, co. CORK.
Tel.: (026145334 Fax: (026145383

cordial~J' int!ite)'oll to a One Day Exhibition of their
Heating and Ventilation prodllcts to be held

...ar" EIRE B.V.
at:

_

on:

_

Time: 12 noon - 9.00p.m.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990
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Let's Not Kill the
Golden Goose
Before ••.
hile
the
construction industry
in general has been
in the doldrums for many
years now. there is no
denying the vast improvement in its fortunes over
the last 12 months.
Moreover. given the level
of work presently at phase
1 and even late drawing
board
stage
with
consultants. the outlook
for the coming 12 months
and beyond is genuinely
optimistic.

W

The knock-on effect is a
justifiably-anticipated boom
time for the services sector.
Indeed, this has already
begun to happen within the
air conditioning industry with
s ignifican tly- increas e d
demand already filtering down
to the level of the product
suppliers.

effect on quotes from The industry is fortunate in
suppliers makes for an that two key factors coincided
extremely- competi tive to bring about this dramatic
sales opportunity - a de
d
marketplace.
at user level for a more
individ ually-con trollable
Nonetheless, it's imperative environmen t
and
the
that the industry puts a value introduction of highlyon the product/service it sophisticated products from
offers and forces the rest of manufacturers which make
the construction team to that control possible.
acknowledge the vital role it
plays in today's sophisticated Today'S split system are
development projects. Without mnovative in the true sense.
sensible profit margins such a representing excellent valuedegree of competence and for-money in that they offer
expertise cannot be prOVided indiVidual control of space
for on a continuing basis.
temperature at reasonable
costs, coupled with the
Realistically, the scenario as advantage of reverse cycle
outlined above in relation to h~at pump operation in
major projects while wmter.
undesirable - is at least
Consequently, the fltunderstandable.
expanding market for split
However, the air conditioning sy~tems is as much productsector cannot be forgiven if it dnven as it is user-driven,
?-llows price-cutting to creep and ideal combination from
mto the dramatic increase in the industry's point of view.
demand for split systems.
Indications in some quarters The present building services
point to such a trend and this market environment offers
ifol unforgivable, especially excellent opportunities for the
giVen that this is a market air conditioning sector with
sector which is growing at a the industry being doublyphenomenal rate. Put simply fortunate in having the
there is no need for such products of the required
sophistication to service the
price-cutting.
market demand.

Major
industrial
and
commercial projects (office
blocks, hotel complexes, etc)
- and the higher comfort
levels now demanded by the
marketplace of the developers
of such projects - mean that
air conditioning in particular
is one of the fastest-growing
market sectors within the
The market for split system
building services brief.
reverse cycle heat pumps has
However, pricing on such been gradually evolVing over
projects is still very tight with the last few years but it was
the pressure on contractors as the summer of 1989 which
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
great
as ever. The knock-on saw it take off dramatically.
DOI:
10.21427/D7S714
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Their application is virtually
unlimited with the level of
sophistication and individual
comfort control offered
opening up hitherto untapped
markets such as standard
offices, conference rooms,
small and medium-sized
computer rooms and perhaps most noticeable of all
- retail outlets.

It is an opportunity which will
be wasted if sensible margins
are not brought to bear when
pricing - at contractor level
as well as supplier level- are
being determined.
8
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BSNews reporting from Washington, USA

HCFC-22
Critical to
rapid CFC
Phase-Out
lthough the
airconditioning
and
refrigeration industry
is prepared to live with a
phaseout of CFCs in new
products by the year
2000. the phaseout will
have a major impact on
the servicing of previously-installed
equipment designed for
CFC refrigerants beyond
the year 2000.

A

This view was echoed by participants
at a CFC roundtable sponsored by
the American Society of Heating.
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) and the AirConditioning and Refrigeration
Institute (ARI) in Washington. USA.
recently.
The CFC phaseout schedule. which
will likely become part of the
Montreal Protocol in 1990. is based
on the premise that 60% of current
CFC refrigerant will be conserved or
recycled by the year 2000. although
the technology and logistics for
conservation and recycling are still in
the early stages of development. and
equipment manufacturers are just
beginning to offer systems designed
for substitute refrigerants.
It is anticipated that the Montreal

Protocol on Substances that Deplete
the Ozone Layer will be amended in
1990 to call for a complete CFC
phaseout by the year 2000. instead
of the current 50% cut by 1998. For
the revised protocol to be effective in
meeting its goal of ozone protection.
100% global participation is
reqUired. Any slight non-compliance
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
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will affect the ozone layer. At issue
are developing nations that wish to
tie their compliance to technological
and financial assistance.
Even more troublesome than the
CFC phaseout are calls for the
phaseout of HCFC refrigerants by
early in the next century. This would
include HCFC-22. which is the major
refrigerant used in residential air
conditioning today and a substitute
for CFC-ll. CFC-12. R-500. and R502 applications. Industry is
concerned abou t proposals for
phasing out HCFCs when they are
just now being phased in to replace
CFCs.
"It will be tougher to fmd a substitute
refrigerant that has equal or better
efficiency than HCFC-22." said David
Didion. National Institute of
Standards and Technology. "If the
substitute is not as effiCient. you will
increase the emissions of carbon
dioxide at the power plant. which will
contribute to the greenhouse effect"

Finding a substitute is made more
difficult because more HCFC-22 is
used in machinery applications
(about two or three times more than
all the CFCs) and it is being used in
many more applications. which
makes finding a drop-in refrigerant
difficult. he said. Didion has been
conducting alternate refrigerant
research at NIST for four years.
"The centrifugal chillers used in airconditioning and refrigeration
systems typically have service lives of
30 years." said David Butler.
ASHRAE President and a consulting
engineer in Jackson. Mississippi. "If
today's equipment is to be in service
for a normal lifetime. some
refrigerants in machines today will
have to be available well into the next
century. It is clear that our industry
must first do everything possible to
prevent refrigerants from escaping
into the atmosphere. Also. we must
improve our abilities to recover and
recycle refrigerants."
To contribute to
the CFC
conservation effort. ARI has
announced it will expand its
Chemical Section January 1 to
include manfacturers of equipment
that recover and recycle used
refrigerants.
and
refrigerant
containers and their accessories.

such as valves and pressure relief
devices.
"The section will consider developing
a standard and a certification
programme for this equipment." said
Arnold Braswell. President of ARI.
"Presently. the section is developing a
voluntary gUideline for refrigerant
containers used in recovery.
recycling. and reclamation. Guideline
K. Containers for Recovered
Fluorocarbon Refrigerants. will cover
procedures for filling. shipping and
marking refillable refrigerant
containers.and will reference s
standards of the Departme
jf
Transportation.
Underwriters
Laboratories and the Compressed
Gas Association. "
ARI has also published a standard

defming acceptable levels of quality
for new. reclaimed or repackaged
refrigerants used in air-conditioning
and refrigeration products. Standard
700-88.
Specifications
for
Fluorocarbon Refrigerants. can be
used by commercial reclaimers.
reprocessors.
or
sellers
of
refrigerants.
The
standard
determines the acceptable levels of
contaminants for refrigerants from
any Source.
The standard does not apply to
refrigerant that is recovered in the
field and put back into the s
e
system. Rather. it is intende
.r
refrigerant. whether new 'or
reclaimed. that is sold to users.
Actions being taken by ASHRAE
could also improve prospects for CFC
recovery in the field. ASHRAE
research Project 601. Chemical
Analysis and Recycling of Used
Refrigerant from Field Systems. will
provide information on the typical
levels
of
contamination
of
refrigerants reclaimed from systems
and will serve as a basis for testing
the refrigerant's purity and the
evaluation of various recycling
techniques and equipment.
Proposed ASHRAE Standard 141P.
Methods of Testing Fluorocarbon
Refrigerants for Contamlaants. will
provide industry testing procedures
to determine the contaminant level of
reclaimed refrigerants. This standard
will cover most fluorocarbon
refrigerants.
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WHY DOES
ONLY ONE AIRCONDITIONING
MANUfACTURER GIVE
ATHREE YEAR
WARRANTY?
Toshiba are the only air-conditioning
man ufactu re r to offer a 3-yea r warra nty on
their units. Why does nobody elsedo this?
We don't know. Maybe you should ask
them.
. Toshiba have the confidence to offer
this kind of guarantee because we know
just how reliable our units are. Even when
we include units that go wrong because of
a mistake in installation, our failure rate is
still comfortably less than half a percent.
So if it's guaranteed success you're
after, fit Toshiba.

TOSHIBA
G.l; Phelan Ltd.
59 Rock Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Telephone 832622. Fax: 883821
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CHANGEABLE
~ he new Fujitsu General 'heating and cooling' air

. . . conditioners provide a range of features specifically
designed to create a stable, comfortable working environment.
A selection of packaged units providing a practical remedy against
the discomfort of too much heat or cold. Ensuring pleasant,
consistent working conditions even in our unpredictable climate.
Multi-directional airflow adjustment, instant air exchange,
reverse cycle heating system, remote control units. Just
some of the advanced features to be found in the Fujitsu
General range.
Cassette units, floor standing, wall or ceiling mounted.
The new super-quiet 'heating and cooling' range from
Fujitsu General. Worth a closer look .
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Wall mounted

Ceiling mounted

Floor standing

Distributed by -

RECDNAIR SERVICES
307 Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S714
Telephone: 369483. Fax: 369484.

Cassette unit

FUJITSU GENERAL

'.

Tornado Engineering Ltd.

Fliid,

Rosehill House, Finglas
Dublin 11.
Telephone: 361666. Fax:'~1 04.
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AIR CONDITIONING
'World First
From Daikin'
Daikin, whose Irish distributors are
Coolair Ltd, claim a world first for their
VRV system Inventor Series multi-zone
modular air conditioning package which
has a capacity of up to eight indoor units.
The Daikin VRV (Variable Refrigerant
Volume) System is an innovative air
conditioning system that uses refrigerant
ra~er than water or air, to cool or heat ~
bUilding. Ideally suited for medium-sized
and large buildings, it will cut installation
t·Ime. materials and costs, save energy
~nd prOVlde individual control of every
mdoor unit.
~u.e to the success of its VRV system,
Dalkin now offers its VRV Inverter Series
wi
additional or enhanced functions:
the standard VRV system and the
Inverter series have a number of
Common features and benefits.
.The Daikin VRV system is the perfect
air conditioning system for building
consultants and architects. It is so
flexible that it fits into the design of any
new bUilding or the refurbishment of
existing bUilding. Its refrigerant piping is
the same size throughout the building
(~xcept near the indoor unit). keeping
lime-consuming calculations to a
minimum and conSiderably reducing
deSign time.
Small bore refrigerant piping is used in
the VRV system to speed the installation
~tage. Installation
can also be
Imp.lemented floor by floor, so that
sections of the building can be tested and
put to use before the whole building has
been completed.
The indoor units are light and compact
~hich makes them easy to install into
vtrtually any ceiling space. Thanks to the
light weight and
vibration-free
c
ruction of the outdoor units, the
fl
do not need reinforcing and there is
no need for cranes or special lifting
equipment to manoeuvre them into place.
Individual control of the air'
conditioning in every room is standard
With the VRV system, while central
control is optional. This gives the property
owner the possibility of hiring different
rooms to different customers. And there's
no need to design building which can take
different cooling and heating systems the VRV system does both jobs.
The VRV system permits each zone to
be controlled indiVidually. Only those
rooms which require air conditioning will
be heated or cooled. while the system can
be shut down completely in rooms not
requiring air conditioning. The resulting
reductions in running costs are
considerable.
Self-diagnostic malfunction indicator
lamps are fitted into each remote
controller,
permitting
easy
troubleshooting and qUick maintenance.
Energy effiCiency plays a major role in
the VRV Inverter series, with the
compressor's consumption being
proportional to the actual demand for
cooling or heating. Compared to pair
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systems. the VRV Inverter series offers
optimal use of the outdoor unit's capacity.
The concept of zone control is possible
because:
- up to 8 indoor units can be connected
to one outdoor unit
- a wide variation in capacity of indoor
units is available
- the correcting ratio of all indoor units
can be up to 130% compared to the
outdoor unit (in terms of horsepower)
Features unique to the VRV Inverter
series include:
Refnet Piping System: 100 m piping
length. 50 m level difference. no oil traps
- Up to lOOm of refrigerant piping can be
connected in the VRV Inverter series. with
a 50m level difference between indoor and
outdoor units and a 15m level difference
between indoor units. This allows greater
flexibility of refrigerant piping design and
permits all outdoor units to be installed
in one site. No oil traps are necessary due
to the high efficiency oil separator.
Daikin's "Refnet piping system" has
been designed to cut piping installation
costs and time, and reduce the diameter
of pipe shaft reqUired (enabling more
efficient use to be made of floor space).
Only two types of pipe are reqUired (for
gas and liquid) while a large number of
different pipe branches are available to
cater for variety of design. Moreover.
unlike a chiller system, no additional
devices are necessary such as 3-way
valve. pump or strainer. Consequently, no
special expertise is necessary to install a
VRV Inverter system.
New Remote Controller: Symbol Mark
LeD - Group control of up to 16 indoor
units is possible through just one remote
controller. Using two remote controllers.
an indoor unit can be controlled from two
locations. Air flow direction and speed can
be set for each unit using the auto-swing
facility for optimum air distribution. An
easy-to-read liquid crystal screen displays
the system's operational status. and a
self-diagnosis function warns of
malfunctions in the system. Forty error
messages can be displayed, showing the
precise nature of error and its location.
which is a great help in maintenance.
Sophisticated Temperature Control
(+O.5·C) - Daikin's innovative PID
(Proportional Integral Derivative) Control
enables the electronic expansion valve to
be regulated extremely accurately,

•

resulting in temperature control to within
+OSC.

Design Flexibility: up to 8 indoor
units on 1 outdoor unit - The VRV
Inverter series can be connected to as
many as 8 indoor units in one refrigerant
circuit. The units can be controlled
indiVidually and may be different in
Capacity or type. For example. one indoor
unit with a capacity as small as that of 20
Class model could possibly be connected
to an outdoor 5 HP unit. The system can
be easily extended by adding a further
indoor unit at a later date.
Simplified Wiring: Only 2 Wires Wiring indoor and outdoor units has
never been easier, with automatic address
setting and twin cable multiplex
transmission drastically cutting down the
overall amount of wiring work necessary
and reducing the risk of incorrect wiring.
This system also enables up to three
outdoor units to be connected together.
from only one power supply.
Variety Of Control Systems Sophisticated operational control is
possible in accordance with the air
conditioning load. Options are:
• remote control
• double remote control
• group control
• group control
• multi-functional centralised + double
remote control
Multi-Functional Centralised Control
Board - This board can indiVidually
control up to 16 indoor units. In
combination with group control, it
switches each indoor unit on and off.
adjusts the temperature settings.
operates the timer. enables weekly
schedule operation and provides selfdiagnosis in the unlikely case of a
malfunction.
Wide Range Of Cool/Heat Operation
And Auto-Restart Function - The VRV
Inverter series can be operated at outdoor
temperatures down to as low as O'C in
cooling mode and -IOx'C in heating mode.
Cooling or heating mode is set by the
cool/heat selector or by the supplied
room thermostat.
The function of auto-restart after long
penod of power failure is supplied as
standard.
Full details from Coolair Ltd, 25
Cookstown Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, Tel: 511244; Fax: 511565.

Daikin's VRV

System Inverter
Series" is a
worldjirsf'
details from
Coolair.
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AIR CONDITIONING
Fuiitsu Can Meet
An Re uirement
Whatever
the
air
conditioning
requirement for small split systems
FUjitsu General can match it. Its range of
air conditioners include floor-standing
models. slim wall or ceiling-mounted
units and a cassette version. the grille of
which fits almost flush to the ceiling
requiring only 4 ' cm headroom. Power
outputs range from 9Btu - 25 Btu.
For heating and cooling Fujitsu General
also manufactures a range of air
conditioners with reverse heat pump or
heating element. When in the heating
mode the units will qUickly raise room
temperature to a preset level.
A choice of fixed or hand-held remote
controllers are available for some master
functions. including variable fan control.

e
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thermostat and on/off timer. Operating
noise is kept to a minimum with the
motorised fan assembly located in a
specially designed outdoor unit

Introduced to help the user. the handheld device can adjust air conditioning
controls remotely. The company believes
the user is more inclined to turn down or
even switch off air conditioning as
heating/cooling levels alter. leading to
enhanced occupancy comfort and energy
savings.
Additionally. in open-plan areas the infrared remote control device can stop
eqUipment abuse by putting the control of
air conditioning units in the hand os the
supervisor or manager.

Mitsubishi is one of the world's major
manufacturing corporations.
International resources include almost
100 factories. sales offices and
technological ventures in 36 countries.

The Mitsubishi Electric corporate slogan
- Advanced and ever Advancing perfectly describes the entire range.

One such wholly-owned sales office is in
Dublin where Mitsubishi Ireland have
had considerable success in many
marketplaces. This is especially so of
their fairly-recent entre into air
conditioning where Mike Sheehan has
spearheaded a drive which has
Mitsubishi to the forefront in developing
the marketplace.

Since 1954. manufacturing of air
conditioning systems at Shizuoka Works
in Japan has gradually evolved through
the introduction of new technology to
produce Mitsubishi Electric's latest
models of technological achievement.

The key to the future. and Mitsubishi
success to date. it R&D. In the intenselycompetitive electronics and electrical
industries. it is the vital factor for
maintaining a constant flow of innovative
product and maximising quality.
Mitsubishi's commitment is seen by
achievements in new materials. energy
sources and biotechnology in 11 R&Dspecific centres.

• Mitsubishi wall-mounted split system.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI:12
10.21427/D7S714
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Co. Dublin. Tel: 886739; Fax: 832980.

Recently launched by Fujitsu General are
new additions to the wall-mounted. ceiling
and cassette ranges. The ASG-9AB-S and
ASG-12AB-S
wall-mounted
air
conditioners come complete with infra-red
remote control.

Mitsubishi Electric is a long-established
and recognised leader in the packaged air
conditioning market.This position has
been earned by the continual
development of systems incorporating the
latest technological advances and
designed to meet customer requirements
in supplying comfortable air conditioning
from a qUiet. compact and unobstrusive
unit.

Mitsubishi Electric
- Advanced and
Ever Advancing

Full details from ISOBAR Cooling
Equipment ICE (Ireland) Ltd. Walnut
Lodge. Carysfort Avenue. Blackrock.

• Fujitsu cassette type with side spread air .flow
in ailfour directions from ISOBAR.
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The culmination of many years research
and development has seen the
development of entirely new indoor and
outdoor units combining the latest
features to produce a system which is
more compact. quieter and more flexible
than ever before to match today's
stringent
requirements
for
air
conditioning.
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• Mitsubishi Elecmcjloor-standing split system.

In addition to advanced features.
Mitsubishi Electric's policy of producing
complete systems with all components
such as electric heaters. head pressure
control crankcase heaters and a full
range of safety devices (often classed as
'extras' on competitive models) factory
fitted and tested ensures greater
reliability and a package that is real value
for money.
For details contact Mitsubishi Electric
Ireland. Western Industrial Estate.
Naas Road. Dublin 12. Tel: 505007;
Fax: 507343. Also: Appointed
distributions Tempar Ltd (Tel: 683855);
Ross Air (Tel: 602203).

• Mitsubishi Electric ceiling concealed type heat
pump air conditioner.
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Energy Saving
Central Air Conditioning

tep by Step

VRV: A world first

Cooling and Heating

VRV (Variable Refrigerant
Volume) is the first system of
its kind; utilising small bore
refrigerant piping to provide
high efficiency heating or
cooling zone by zone.

No separate cooling and
heating systems - VRV does
both jobs - more freedom for
creative design.

Self Contained
Each compact, quiet running 5 hp
condensing module serves
up to four fan coil units (max
range 70m). No need for
expensive back up plant. Ideal
for single contractor
installation zone by zone.

DAIKIN VRV: take the first step and
contact your supplier for full details TODAY

DAIKIN

£oQQ,'2~,~G

25 COokslown Ind. Est., Talla9hl, Co. Dublin.
Tel. (01) 511244/511540. Telex 31689 COOL. El. Fax (01) 511565.
Mallow Road, Cork. Tel. (021) 303630. Fax (021) 397995.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990

Control Versatility
Daikin VRV features individual
control of conditions in each
zone as standard: optional
central control of all system
functions.

Major Savings in Capital
and Running Costs
Daikin VRV requires no boiler
plant or separate heating pipe
work; fast and simple installation
- no need for specialist sub
contractors; no back up cooling
plant; minimum maintenance;
zone control matches energy
supplied to energy required for
low, low running costs.

DAIKIN -Anothe, Wont fo,
Ai, Conditioning
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AIR CONDITIONING
Reconair IDowntime
Eliminiated'
Reconair/Denco Air have just launched
their Computaire Series 3 close control
computer room air conditioning systems.
These units "are perhaps the ultimate"
in the development of computer room air
conditioning systems and contain the
accumulated experience of 25 years of
manufacturing by Denco in this market
sector.
The Series 3 unit comes complete with
its own on-board computer. fullyintegrated control systems. the latest
technology in steam generation for
humidification and. in the case of watercooled versions. the high-tech plate heat
exchangers. which are a recent
innovation.
Reconair have now been associated with
Denco Air for 12 years and in that time
have installed considerable numbers of
these units. One comment constantly
heard from the customers and consulting
engineers is that the systems are installed
and then almost forgotten. This is due to
the embodiment of vast field experience

Toshiba TwinSplit System
Toshiba has launched a twin-split cooling
and heating air conditioning system. A
new design of 4hp and 5hp outdoor
condenser units for roof top installation is
the heart of this system.
Named the G-type - short for Gathered
Installation Type - one G-type outdoor
unit will simultaneously service two
indoor air conditioners of identical type
and capacity or one indoor unit should
one only be required.
The choice of indoor units can be made
from any of Toshiba's RAV cassette,
ceiling suspended, wall, console and
floor-standing models.
Piping from the outdoor unit can be
routed in one of four directions - front.
rear. left and right.
With multiple installation. outdoor
units can be integrated into a spacesaving group using one of three different
methods, according to the number of
units and the roof space aVailable.
Multi-storey and high-rise installation
problems are eliminated. This new
Toshiba system can run air conditioning
on every floor up to 50 metre in height.
Every outdoor unit can power two
indoor units. thereby improving efficiency
and reducing costs. With up to 10 units
arranged in banks on the ceiling, one can
run 20 indoor units. enough to cater for
generously-sized offices.
Additionally. because the units are airhttps://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
cooled and not water-cooled. there are not
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into the development of these units. with
the elimination of field-experienced
problems from each new development.
In keeping with the overall development
of the computer room environments. all of
the Series 3 range can be integrated into
a PC computer. providing status
information such as fan speeds, air
pressure. humidification levels. run hours
- practically a fu 11 analysis of all
conditions within the air conditioning
package.
The PC integration - which is available
as part of the Denco package - is capable
of operating up to 64 units and comes
complete with a VDU and printer. The
provision of this makes the overall
trouble-shooting. energy management
and temperature control easily accessible
from one maintenance management
location.
Reconair Services Ltd also provide full
back-up, commissioning. maintenance,
service and sales of spare parts for these
units. Reconair prides itself on the fact
that none of the computer rooms in its
care has ever been down due to air
conditioning failure.
Full details from Reconair Services Ltd.
307 Swords Road. Santry. Dublin 9.
Tel: 369483: Fax: 369484.

problems with the weight of outdoor
units. Also, air cooling means no worries
about water-borne diseases.
The Toshiba twin multi-split system is
versatile enough to be wall-mounted or
even internally-mounted while it's also
compatible with most existing Toshiba
indoor units.
Efficient. guaranteed and. above all
else. easy to install. These are the key
features of the Toshiba twin multi-split
system.
Control is by way of Toshiba's 12.5 mm
slim remote controller, which has LCD
digital display. 24-hour remote timer and
malfunction facility check which displays
the code number of any faulty part for
remedial action.

• Denco Air computaire 80-400 from Reconair
Services.

Details from:
G.T. Phelan Ltd.•
59 Rock Road.
Blackrock. Co. Dublin.
Tel. 832622; Fax. 883821.
G.T. Phelan Regional appointed Toshiba
suppliers and installers are Corrib
Refrigeration Ltd. Dublin Road. Tuam, Co
Galway. Tel: 093 24896. Fax: 093 24 ');
Mid West Refrigeration Ltd. Caherd
Co Limerick. Tel: 061 51267; Fax: 061
51267; Pen rose Refrigeration Ltd,
O'Connell Street, Waterford. Tel: 051
77504; Fax: 051 77505; and Cork
Refrigeration Services. Bishopstown.
Cork. Tel: 021 542043.

• Toshiba.'s tWin-split G-type outdoor units can be integrated into a spece saving group using one of
three different methods according to the number of units and the available roof space. Details from G.
T. '¥he/an.
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MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC
"ADVANCE AND EVER ADVANCING"

.:ihi Ros
.I Ross Mit
.,lsubishi Ros
Jubishi Ross Mit
:Jss Mitsubishi Ros
\t1itsubishi Ross Mit
oss Mitsubishi Ros
. ;hi Ross Mit
subishi Ros
;hi Ross Mit
subishi Ross
;hi Ross Mit
subishi Ross
;hi Ross Mit
subishi Ross
;hi Ross Mit
subishi Ross
;hi Ross Mits
subisht Ross
ihi Ross Mits
subishi Ross
ihi Ross Mits
subishi Ross
.........
'--Mitsublshi Ross Mitsubishi
~oss Mitsubishi Ross Mitsul
Mitsubishi Ross Mitsubishi
~oss Mitsubishi Ross Mitsul

THE
WINNING
COMBINATION

-...

ROSS AIR CONDITIONING LTD
2 Lansdowne Tee., Shelbourne Road, Dublin 4.
Telephone: 602203. Fax: 602800.
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IT'S THE MODEL FOR THE 90'S

.• MITSUBISHI
"ELECTRIC
"ADVANCED AND EVER ADVANCING"

'$'
TEMpAR
"THE COMPLETE PACKAGE"

* SYSTEMS DESIGN
* COMMISSIONING

* EQUIPMENT SALES
* PLANNED MAINTENANCE

* INSTALLATION

* EMERGENCY SERVICE

CONTACT:TEMPAR LIMITED, 6 PEMBROKE LANE, BALLSBRIDGE, DUBLIN 4

TELEPHONE: 683855. FAX: 683086. TELEX: 33314.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S714
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AIR CONDITIONING
Walker Provides
a Better Choice
New Carrier chillers - The design
flexibility of the new Carrier ductable air
cooled chiller guaran tees ease of
installation both inside and outside the
bUilding.
The Carrier 30DY provides the perfect
solution for a multi-storey building
lacking suitable space for outside
installation as the ductable chiller has
been designed for ground floor. basement
or intermediate floor installation.
Weatherproof casing, connection and
components protect the unit when sighted
outside while their compact dimension models range from 830 mm to 1100 mm
wide - enable them to pass through
si
ard doorways for ease of internal
in
ation.
With the benefit of state-of-the-art
technology, use of refrigerant in this
chiller has been kept to a minimum.
Carrier has produced a high-efficiency
compact plate heat exchanger which uses
less refrigerant than conventionallyconstructed fin and tube hat exchangers.
To improve efficiency. the chillers have
an oversize condenser coil while the fan
motors have been specifically selected to
give high static pressure. With the choice
of a duct or open air inlet. the air supply
can either be used for ducted or free-blow
applications. The chillers come in five
sizes with nominal cooling capacities
ranging from 19 kW to 70' kW.
For protection and safety. the Carrier
30DY chiller has two Independent
refrigerant circuits with high and low
pressure switches. The compressor
motors are protected in all three phases
while protection for the fan motor is built
in. A chilled water thermostat prevents
fr
'ng and another regulates the leaving
te
rature water.
Cl Ice comfort control - Busy executive
can control the comfort of the air
conditioning in the office from their desks'
with the state-of-the-art Air Treatment
Module (ATM) from Carrier.

IsovelTechnologically
Advanced
The latest computerised technology,
combined with the latest production
techniques. are used in the manufacture
of all Isovel products. Full technical
support on design. installation.
commissioning and after sales service is
also provided.
The Isovel 2000 range of products Is the
4th generation of products designed and
developed by the company since 1973. All
products incorporate the latest technical
innovations. an ongOing programme of
research and development always being
undertaken. Included is the Isopak 2000;
Iosair 2000. Isochill 2000; and Iospak
600.
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This innovative system has been
developed to give both individual comfort
and maximum operational efficiency.
While the remote control panel in each
office adjusts both the temperature and
the air conditioning to suit personal
requirements. the central control panel of
ATM sets the general operating
parameters to ensure the energy
efficiency of each unit. In addition, air
diffusers can be switched on or off as
reqUired. office by office. further adding to
energy savings.
The system's zone fan coils may be
installed wherever convenient. close the
air conditioned space or in groups,
generally mounted at high level.
The centrally-treated outdoor air is
mixed with return air which has been
filtered and passed through the heatingcooling coil. The conditioned air is fed to
the grille by means of flexible conduit.
Carrier's Moduline terminals, both the
new square model and the traditional
linear types. are ideally suited to this
system.
Hot and chilled water connections are
made by quick connect couplings and
flexible hoses. supplied with the unit. to
ensure easy installation.
Moduline range extended - In response
to market demands. Carrier has extended

the application of the already successful
Moduline variable air volume system with
the Introduction of the new 660 mm x
600 mm unit.
This square Moduline diffuser, available
in addition to the linear models. has been
developed in response to requests for
more options when aesthetically-planning
a ceiling layout. The 600 x 600 mm
square moduline is the dimension of a
standard ceiling module and Is
interchangeable with both light fittings
and tiles.
The new units retain the same energyefficient features which have already
established Moduline 's reputation. Each
pressure in depend en t air terminal
controls the temperature by regulating its
own air supply, the units being selfadjusting to maintain a constant level of
comfort.
The units have 4-way discharge and
can handle up to 100 1/s air volume at
sound levels of approximately NC3S. The
terminals are either controlled by the
Carrier system powered control or have
the Carrier electronic control interface.
Full details from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd, Finglas Road, DubUn
Industrial Estate, Dublin 11. Tel:
300844; Fax: 308578.

.
• The new
Canier30DY
ductable air
cooled chiller

from Walker.

Full details fro Ross Air Conditioning
Ltd, 2 Lansdowne Terrace, Shelbourne
Road, DubUn 4. Tel: 602203/602654;
Fax: 600800.

There is also a range of Isovel heat
rejection eqUipment. standard cooling
units and remote monitoring systems.
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• An example from the [sovel range ..... from Ross Air.
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IState of The Artl
From
EdpaclCrossflow
Distinguished by its modular concept
and, "state of art" controls and monitoring
features, which are standard on all its
equipment, the new Edpac Modulaire
range, launched last November, has
aroused interest among end-users and
specifiers, and Crossflow report sales of
20 units since the end of November to
date.
Physical advantages of the range are:
• Ease of access to almost any site.
"Duplex" units, ie two-modules side by
side with interconnecting electrical
harness, can be brought to site in two
sections, and when in use provide two
completely independent air paths,
fans, motors, and cooling systems, so,
at a cost comparable to a conventional
twin circuit unit, the Edpac concept
offers two independently serviceable
sections. This ensures real use of
inherent standby and minimises
downtime as half the unit can be
serviced with the other 50% still
operating;
•

•

•

All units are fully front access only for
service, which allows their location in
corners, or against columns,
optimising the available costly space in
the computer room;
Only two module sizes are employed 775 x 755mm and 775 x 1,310mm,
and they can be employed as single or
"duplex" modules in any combination;
Distributed modules in a room, can,
with the standard Edpac network
con trol, act as a single large
distributed machine with control from
one master unit, or a remote
controller;

Failure of one or more units;
A rise in room temperature; .
A rise in entering chilled water
temperature;
Manual high speed selection.
EDPAC Modulaire Features • Only two footprints for the entire
range, simple site access;
• All modules fit in elevators; solves
retrofit and expansion issues;
• Single or dual circuit;
• Aircooled, water cooled, glycol/free
cooling and chilled water system;
• Single or dual-speed compressors;
• Modulated electronic steam generating
hUmidifiers;
• Password-protected user programming;
• Remote control and monitoring as
standard;
• Low noise performance on all modules;
• Downflow and upflow units in same
frames.
GEPE Water Chillers - Crossflow have,
since July '89, offered a full range of
water chillers by GEPE of West Germany.
This range is comprehensive and
complements the Edpac chilled water
systems.
GEPE chillers are available in all
condensing versions and range from 12 to
850kw.
They are extremely robustly engineered
meeting all European electrical and
mechanical specifications, yet remain
competitively priced.
Built with the European market in mind,
spares are available in all European
centres other than from GEPE or their
distributors, as the units employ

compressors by Maneurop or Bitzer;
controls by Danfoss; fans from Ziehl
Abieg and standard DIN electrical
contractor and relay equipment.
Special features are:
• Separate twin and quad cooling
circuits for reliability;
• Two-speed hermetic compressors;
• Unloaded semi-hermetic compressors;
• Stainless steel evaporators for DJ water
applications;
• Centrifugal condenser fans for indoor
and heat recovery applications.
Freecooling
GEPE have concentrated on free cooling
air cooled chillers which come complete
with inbuilt run/standby water pumps
and rad cooling coils.
These coils are located in the con
er
air stream ahead of the condense
. Id
when the control system senses that the
ambient air is lower than the returning
chilled water, a 3-port valve diverts the
flow through the rad cooling coils before it
enters the chiller. This reduces the
compressor work reqUirement. At
ambients of +2'C., the full DX capacity is
achieved with a flow water temperature of
+ 8'C.
The principal applications would be
computer centres with year-round cooling
loads and Crossflow claim that using the
GEPE freecool chiller, with Edpac's 2speed Modulaire units, and unique
software, they can achieve the lowest
energy costs in the indUStry.
Full details from:
Crossflow Air Conditioning Ltd,.
Sandyford Industrial Estate.
Dublin 18.
Tel: 954521. Fax: 953978.

• This unique standard feature was
employed to good effect to meet AlB's
stringent control and monitoring
specification for their West Block of the
Custom House docks development,
where 15 Edpac units, are due to be
commissioned in February.
CAPACITIES - Cooling capacities are:
mini module 10 and 15kw; maxi module
25 and 31kw.
Uprated chilled water versions are
available to allow greater than standard
capacities
with
entering water
temperatures up to +IO·C. A special
feature of chilled water versions is twospeed fan motors. Employing this feature
- standby, ultra qUiet operation and
minimum energy input can be achieved
by multiple units all running together at
reduced fan speed. With Edpac software,
fan speed (and cooling capacity) can be
increased in response to any of the
following:

•
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI:1810.21427/D7S714
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GEPE KWA air-cooled c1}i1ler up to 650 kw from Crossjlow.
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Ireland's Leading Stockists
and Di·stributors 01 Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Equipment
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Rm

Cork 021 -31 7221
Dublin 01-508011
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CROSSFLOW ~ EDftaC
AIRCONDITIONING

~
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MODULAR COMPUTER ROOM SYSTEMS
• The system behaves
like one single distributed machine.
• Multiple Modules act
in unison... no Hot
Spots.
• No heating/cooling
conflicts possible.
• Precise local control
by each module saves
energy.
• Any mix of modules
on the network...
add someDX
modules to a Chilled
Water system for
security.

J1MMT~

j}~2

DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY

ECONOIIlCAU.YBJIIINATES HOT SPOlll

~CROSSFLOW
~ AIRCONDlTIONING
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SANDYFORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TEL: (01) 954521.
DUBLIN 18.
FAX: (01) 953978.
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On the building services HVAC
maintenance side of their business,
Tempar offers to prospective clients a
range of agreements to cater for the
planned maintenance and service of all
building services mechanical equipment
with the exception of lifts. They will also
take the necessary steps to ensure that a
Tempar move fOIward into the 90's with a maintenance client is provided with plant
quiet air of confidence. Their pre-Iaunch information. subsequent to planned
sales of Mitsubishi cassettes - quieter maintenance work. by using the required
and more flexible then ever before - is paperwork format that best meets the
not the only reason. Tempar are needs of the client.
Pre-contract discussion is entered into
advancing into the new decade as a
strong and ever-developing force in the air so that reporting procedures can be
conditioning industry. They have achieved tailored to provide all necessary
most of the goals they set themselves in information in a manner that the client
the 80's with expansion, based on steady would find most acceptable. Tempar
regard this element of customer service as
progressive growth. as a key policy.
The successful development of the essential to the ongoing success of any
product supply side of their business is maintenance contract.
On the product supply side, Tempar
solidly backed - by the ability to cater for
the after-sales needs of their clients. has two other exclusive agreements apart
Tempar's attitude to selling is based on from Mitsubishi. By way of their
the "complete package" principal. They Aerotechnica distributorship, Tempar
offer an ongoing commitment to their offers a full range of (close control) air
client in the form of a full range of after- conditioning systems suitable for
computer room, telephone exchange,
sales services.
The depth of this commitment is in the technical and medical room applications.
units
feature
quality and strength of their service team. These
Tempar presently employs a crew of 14 temperature/humidity microprocessor
control and free cooling options and are
installation and service site personnel.
The growth of the product supply side available in up-now and down-now
of their business has married very well versions with cooling capacities from 6.5
KW to 82 KW.
with the core strength of the company, ie,
By way of their Seveso distributorship.
building services HVAC maintenance. The
company is careful to pay equal attention Tempar offers a wide range of air-cooled
to both business areas as it recognises and water-cooled chillers with cooling
the growth interlink aspect to their twin capacities from 8 to 900 KW. Seveso
development. The development of one chillers feature heat recovery and heat
versions
with
electronic
area is supportive to the development of pump
temperature control. A comprehensive
the other.

TemparJComplete Package"
Specialists

ABB's Flalkt
Dirivent
The Flakt Dirivent system from ABS's
Environmental Control Division offers the
ideal solution to ventilation problems in
large premises. due to a high number of air
changes in the occupied zone.
The ventilation air is directed by small
jets of air from special nozzles to the places
where it is needed. eg, where more air. more
cooling or heating is reqUired.
An additional important advantage of the
Dirivent system is that it can be installed in
existing plants. to improve the pattern of air
flow and the temperature distribution.
Dirivent offers the consultant/contractor a
complete system incorporating:- Primary air handling units;
_ Dirivent distribution ductwork and
nozzles;
- Controls;
- Installation;
_ Commissioning of the complete system;
- Guarantee of space temperature and
gradients
The Flakt Dirivent system has an
internationally-proven track record with
over 10.000 systems installed in over 25
countries throughout the world. It can solve
the most complex of air conditioning
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
problems.
In Ireland. ASB/Flakt have already
DOI: 10.21427/D7S714
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installed over 400.000 sq ft of Dirivent
systems. ranging in application from
welding booths through to electronic
component assemblies. printing works and
general warehousing.
The principal features of the Flakt
Dirivent system include the following;Reduces the investment costs - Owing to
the small-bore ducting, the investment cost
of the Dirivent system is often lower than
that of conventional systems for a given
level of comfort in large premises;
Lower energy consumption. lower
operating costs - Since a lower total air
now is necessary to provide effective
ventilation. and since the temperature at
the roof is reduced, the energy consumption
and thus the operating cost is much lower
than in conventional systems;
Uniform temperature distribution -

Boiler operating time
with DIRIVENT in operation

• Aerotechnica downjlow unitjrom Tempar.

range of 2-pipe and 4-pipe fan coil units,
designed to meet the requirements of
every possible use. is also available.
Tempar have emerged from the 80's as
a two-faceted business dealing on the one
hand with service and maintenance and
on the other with the provision of
product. They will contin~e to develop
progressively in this manner and thereby
meet the all-round needs of their clients
by providing "the complete package".
Full details from Tempar Ltd. 6/8
Pembroke Lane. Ballsbridge. Dublin 4.
Tel: 683855/681816; Fax: 683086.

Direction nozzles instead of ducts are used
for distributing the treated ventilation air horizontally as well as vertically. The air can
thus be distributed over a large surface
can be directed to the points where it is b .
needed. The momentum necessary for
conveying the supply air to the reqUired
place is supplied at all times.
This technique, therefore, allows large
flows of air to be directed uniformly and
without draughts to all parts of the
premises. and this also applies to buildings
of complicated design. In addition. warm air
is prevented from collecting under the roof
as it does in conventional installations.
Full
details
from
ABB
Flakt
Environmental Control Division.
Whitestown Industrial Estate. Tallaght.
Dublin 24. Tel: 522622; Fax: 522985.

Boiler operating time
with DIRIVENT out of C?per~tion

• Shaded areas show the operating time. with and without Dirivent. Jor a gas-fire warm air furnace
installed in a workshop. When the Dirivent system was in service. the boiler was alightJor only 2496
oJ the time as against 5396 oJ the time when the ventilation system was inoperative. Details from ABB
Flakt Environmental Central Division.
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STOP

/
!LOOK

YOU ARE NOW CONTEMPLATING

IRELAND'S
FASTEST GROWING COMPANY FOR
DESIGN, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE FOR ALL
YOUR MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

~~

~

Sovereign Engineering Group

-'l\W'

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers

Glen Industrial Estate, Dublin 11. Phone: (01) 309800,4 Lines. Fax: (01).309776.
London House, 100 New Kings Road, London SW6 4LK Phone: 031-371-9547. Fax: 031-371-9549

RECONAIR SERVICES---

SALES, MAINTENANCE & SERVICE ENGINEERS

KEEP YOUR MEMORY!
Computer Room Environmental
. Equipment from Reconair
Computacool48-120
As supplied on the new I.B.M.
installation for Allied Irish Banks
Limited, Computer Centre,
Donnybrook.

••

Computaire 80- 400
State of the art air conditioning
systems - all functions.
Operation duration and failure
indications monitored and
logged by P.C.B.'s - integration
into Computer System Standard.
As supplied to New Ireland
Assurance Company Computer
RECONAIR SERVICES LTO.
Room.

_______________@
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990

307 SWORDS ROAD, SANTRY, DUBLIN 9.
TELEPHONE: 369483. FAX: 369484.
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part of a planned strategy whereby details
will be made available as and when the
new lines come on stream.

York/
Tempmaster •••
Wait For It
With a whole new series of innovative
product introductions planned by York for
the coming months. the absence of
product information within this special
air conditioning feature should be
regarded not as an oversight but rather

Obviously. for information on the current
product portfolio - and on the proposed
new introductions
appointed
distributor Gerry R0SS can be contracted.

Full information from Ross Air
Conditioning Ltd, 2 Lansdowne
Terrace. Shelbourne Road, Dublin 4.
Tel: 602203/602654; Fax: 600800.

• York/Tempaster ... from Ross Air Conditioning.

building ensures better structural
protection.

Dantherm Swimming Pool
Specialists

The most recent development was born
from the need for packaged heat pump
systems which. with centralised control
can combine all the most energyefficient factors of modern equipment
and standardise installation.

With increasing emphasis on energy
management and cost control within
the swimming pool sector. continuous
development
by
the
various
manufacturers has brought the paid-for
energy consumption of swimming pool
systems down from 10.000 kWh.sq m
per annum to under 2.000 kWh/sq m
per annum.

In conjunction with the use of pool
covers during unoccupied periods. thus
Virtually eliminating evaporation and
heat loss. the heat pump can be made
to serve a dual function:

• The York YCLA micro controller performs all the
logic required to operate the unit. Details from Ross
Air.

dehumidification during the day when
the pool is occupied and as air to water
heat pump dUring the night.
Using cheap night tariff. the heat pump
can raise the temperature of the pool
water by about 1-2 deg C above the
deSign temperature. thus using it as a
thermal store of heat for the next day.

Full
details
from
Ross
._~
Conditioning Ltd, 2 Lansdowne
Terrace, Shelbourne Road, Dublin 4
Tel: 602203/602654; Fax: 600800.

Over the last two decades there have
been a handful of significant steps in
this process. Dantherm Ltd being to the
forefront in each instance in bringing
these developments to the marketplace.

It is now-possible to achieve even larger
savings than exhaust air heat recovery
if the heat pumps are used as

dehumidifiers. recovering all the latent
heat contained in the moisture
evaporating from the pool.

Installation of a dehumidWer in the
system can reduce the bought energy
consumption to below 3.000 kWh/sq m
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
pa. while the control of the RH in the

DOI: 10.21427/D7S714
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• Dantherm heat recovery unit. Type xvv. from
RossAir.

• Dantherm dehumidifier.. Type CDP, from
RossAir.
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Glowtherm Ltd.
. . . . . . . SUPPLIERS OF: FANS, GRILLES, DIFFUSERS, AIR HANDLING UNITS,
SANYO SPLIT AlC UNITS, L1NDAB DUCT FiniNGS,
VOLUME CONTROL DAMPERS, FIRE DAMPERS, DUCT ACCESSORIES,
FLEXI DUCT HUMIDIFIERS ETC.

r

Glowtherm Heat Transfer

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL TYPES OF HEATING, COOLING COILS
EVAPORATORS, CONDENSER BLOCKS, DOOR CURTAINS ETC.

Glowtherm Services

OUR SERVICE COMPANY PROVIDES A COMPLETE REFRIGERATION
SERVICE, MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS, COMISSIONING AND
SYSTEM BALANCING, AND A COMPREHENSIVE 24 HOUR BACK UP
EMERGENCY CALL OUT SERVICE.

PERRYSTOWN HOUSE, 194, WHITEHALL ROAD, TERENURE, DUBLIN 12.
PHONE: 513887 /516644/516531/522172/513595.
TELEX: 30841. FAX:554375.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1990
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Listen.
Just how quiet is the
amazing New Mitsubishi Electric
air conditioning cassette?
This year's most important news in air conditioning is very hush-hush.
The new Mitsubishi Electric ceiling cassettes are as quiet as a whisper.
And each model has a unique zooming effect for highly accurate
flow control.
The range also introduces the concept of a total energy management
system that will r.nmmand up to 50 units.

/
~

Because good air conditioning should be seen and not heard.

• MITSUBISHI
"ELECTRIC
The best condition for air to be in.
Mitsubishi Electric, Industrial Division, Western Industrial Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 505007, Fax: 561337.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
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There is an old saying that children
should be "seen but not heard". For
many architects and building owners
their preference is that cooling plant
should be "not seen and not heard".
Baltimore Aircoil have gone a long way
towards achieving this with the
introduction of the VL Series of lowprofile cooling towers, fluid coolers and
evaporative condensers. Due to their
eptionally-low height and location
atility, these units are ideally suited
to both height sensitive installations,
Since they can be as much as the
metres lower than conventional
counterflow towers, as well as indoors
where a VL unit can be installed within
normal room height.
This has great advantages because not
only is the tower less visible but the
cost of providing an enclosure or a
plant room With special ceiling height is
reduced. All VL models have centrifugal
fans giving inherently quiet operation
and the noise of the tower can be
further reduced by one of several sound
attenuation packages.

f

.....

AIR CONDITIONING
while the second motor gives stand-by
protection in the event of motor or drive
failure. The Baltiguard drive system is
an available option on all series VL
models.

The VBL range comprises 36 cooling
tower, models up to 90 l/s flows, 29
closed circuit fluid coolers up to 65 l/s

Low Profile
Cooling from
Baltimore

o

e

flow and 39 evaporative condenser
models from 70 to 1380kw capacity. All
are fully factory-assembled and
delivered in one piece so only a single
lift and no field joints are required at
the job site.

The VL series has been designed for
ease of maintenance and cleaning. All
mechanical components are located at
ground level and entry into the unit
through the access door or by removing
the eliminator panels facilities cleaning
of the sump, heat transfer section and
water distribution system.

Overall height is less than 2.0 metres
for most cooling tower models and less
than 2.1 metres for the fluid cooler and
evaporative condenser versions.

The high-efficiency eliminators limit
loss to 0.002% of the water circulated
as well as directing air away from the
intake to prevent recirculation.

The exceptional versatility of the VL
range means that they can be located in
narrow spaces or close to walls. Ducting
can be arranged for either horizontal
intake With vertical discharge or vertical
intake With vertical discharge. Sound
attenuation options which can meet
almost any noise criteria add only
another 0.7m to the height of the unit.

The VL Series - a versatile and
economic range of evaporative cooling
equipment that brings a "new
dimension" to the choices available to
architects and HVAC designers.

An innovative feature which provides

substantial power savings is the unique
Baltiguard
fan
system
which
incorporates two motor and drive
assemblies at either end of the fan
shaft. One motor is the full load design
fan kw while the other is approximately
1/3 of design kw but which gives nearly
2/3 of the cooling capacity of the tower.
Power savings are achieved by running
the smaller motor for most of the year

DISCHARGE SOUND

ATT£NUATOR

Full details from RSL Ireland Ltd.
48F Robinhood Industrial estate.
Clondalkin. Dublin 22. Tel: 508011.
Fax: 559592. Cork office - Unit 6/7
Ballycoreen Industrial Estate. Kinsale
Road. Cork. Tel: (021) 317221.
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• Baltimore Aircoil
Seriel VI.. cooling
tower with intake
and discharge
sound attenuation
plenum sections.

Details from RSL.
JANUARY
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Simon
Cantwell
All too often - especially
of late - those professing
to know the key to
running a successful
business cite quality of
service as the principal
ingredient. It has almost
become cliched and
thereby meaningless to a
large extent because of its
common usage.
Nonetheless, it is true.
However. it is only when one comes
across the perfect example that one
realises how much lip-service many
people pay to providing that so-called
quality of service.
Simon Cantwell of Graigue in
Urlingford is one such perfect
example. His business stands (or
falls) on the quality of the service he
provides. That he has grown to such
a major force within a 30-mile radius
of his home base is testimony to
what his customer base thinks.
The achievement is all the more
remarkable when one analyses the
make-up of that customer base. It
includes
a
melting-pot
of
agricultural. domestic, industrial,
commercial and local authority
clients, all of whom have different
requirements.
In addition to all things electrical,
Simon Cantwell is a pump specialist.
Indeed, his reputation and strength
in the pump sector has seen the
business evolve into a 60%/40% split
with the larger portion to do with
pump-related matters and the
smaller to do with contracting.
milking machines, etc.
On a routine basis alone Cantwell
Electrical Engineering Ltd (the name
under which Simon trades) is
responsible for the day-to-day
maintenance of no less than 450
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
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• Simon Cantwell

plants, in addition to new plants
being fitted out and breakdowns
being attended to.
On average there are a minimum of
four emergency call-outs a day, seven
days a week.
However, to give an indication of the
scale of the Cantwell operation (and
perhaps also its reputation), one
recent Monday morning resulted in
no less than 137 calls for assistance,
though even by Simon's standards
this was exceptional.
Simon has six radio-controlled vans
on the road constantly while he
himself acts as the "spare wheel" in
that. in the event of one of his
engineers being unable to attend to
an emergency call. he does it.
Moreover, he does all the emergency
call-outs himself at weekends. "And
why not?", says Simon. "Far too
many managers/proprietors don't do
the awkward or difficult tasks.
"In truth I also do it out of necessity.
The diverse nature of our customer
base means that an emergency callout at weekends - whatever the
hour in the 24-hour period - could
be to do with anything from industry
to agricultural to stud farms. Having
adopted this policy since I started,
I'm perhaps the best equipped within
the company to tackle the
unexpected.

"It's not that I'm blOWing my own
trumpet but, after all the years of
keeping in touch with the entire base
of the business, such is the situation
at present.
"I'm also conscious of the fact that by
continuing to do this, I will never lose
touch with the ground level of my
business, across all the sector
divides.
"Moreover, it makes sense that my
service engineers should special'
somewhat in one or other aspect .,
the business. Such an approach
strengthens the relationship we have
with the client while at the same time
making it easier for us to services his
needs.
"However. by way of our continuous
in-house training and educational
programme, all our engineers are
capable of servicing any emergency
situation should the need arise".
By profession Simon Cantwell is a
fully-qualified electrical engineer. He
served his time locally with an
independent electrical company and
then a Co-Op before embarking on
his own in June 1978.
To begin with he concentrated on
light electrical work but very qUickly
saw the potential for the allembracing service he now provides.
Having identified this niche he
concentrated his efforts in developing
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the business in this direction. the
company that is Cantwell Electrical
Engineers Ltd of today standing as
testimony to the successful
achievement of that goal.
Currently there are 11 employees.
including himself. but that is set to
rise with plans already being
implemented to develop the
industrial base of the business. in
addition
to
the
proposed
development of the trade counter
activity.
Furthermore. the establishment of a
branch network to better service the
fast-expanding customer base is also
at an advanced stage. Kilkenny has
been earmarked as the location for
e first such venture and this
anch is expected to come on
stream in the near future.

• Mary CantwelL. Credit ControUer and General Accounts. with Louise Barkley.
Receptionist/Switchboard.

Thurles 10 miles) but. if that
suggests a minor operation then it is
misleading.
The business premises comprise
purpose-built
offices
and
warehou sing /worksh ops / trade
counter covering over 600 sq ft with
almost twice as much land available
for further expansion when the need
arises.
It is a very impressive complex. not
least so being the office areas which
are all fully carpeted and decorated
in co-ordinated colours.
Additionally. female personnel all
wear the same "uniform" of colourcoordinated blouse. cardigan and
skirt. It is attention to the small
details even such as this that sets
Simon Cantwell apart.

Behind every successful man ... Bemadette
CantweU who. in addition to looking after the
CantweU household. is responsible Jor the
purchasing. goods inwards and debtor control
side oJthe business. She is also Company
Secretary.

Almost 90% of repairs are conducted
in-house with an ex-stock availability
on all the common products required

by the established customer base.
Given the extent and diversity of that
base. it's hardly surprising that the
stock holding represents an average
of £100.000 at any given time.
Having spent a day at Cantwell
Electrical Engineering Ltd watching
the manner in which the company
functions. perhaps the most striking
impression to come across was that
everyone appeared to be enjoying
his/her work.
Again it is perhaps cliched to so say
but. to achieve and maintain such a
pleasant working environment given
the ongOing pressure under which
everyone has to work. is something
in itself.
Next time you're passing the turnoff
for Mary Willie's on the Dublin/Cork
road. break you journey and visit
Simon Cantwell. You'll be made to
feel welcome.

Additionally. the design and
construction of fire-fighting sets in
conjunction with mechanical
consultants is another area of growth
potential. To date quite a number
sets have been constructed. many of
them for export locations.
Simon is very conscious of the need
for professionalism and has recently
taken on a financial adviSOr. One
may well ask why he needs such
assistance given his success to date
but. again it is an indication of his
many strengths rather than a
weakness that he is prepared to seek
- and listen to - advice.
His base is located to the rear of his
home in Graigue (Urlingford 3 miles.
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• Simon CantweU holds a number oJfunctions throughout the year to which some oJ his clients and
s~ppliers are invited. Pictured at the last onejust prior to Christmas with Simon (2nd right) were Paul

o Regan. Denms Walshe and Niall Lorrigan oJ GrundJos Ireland Ltd. While Simon stocks a number oJ
pump brands. GrundJos are undoubtedly his largest supplier.
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Newmarket Information, the
Dun Laoghaire based construction information company,
provides
advance
information on new construction projects nationwide - all
potential leads for contractors,
sub-contractors and suppliers.
The
company
publishes
information in the weekly CIS
Report which provides full
project details, contact names,
addresses and telephone
numbers, design team details
tendering and construction
schedules. The following listing
is provided by CIS Report and
gives a brief description of the
types of projects covered. To
obtain information on the
service phone 01-809476/
809557.

• At Dublin Airport Aer Lingus has
expand its facilities on the
appointed builders John Sisk and
Lisbuunny Industrial Estate.
Son to construct a £35 million
Planning permission for the
aircraft hanger project;
proposed development is to be
• At Coolock, Dublin, the Little
sought shortly.
Tikes Company
which
manufactures quality plastic toys
- is to build a 5,000 sq m
warehouse extension to its plant SLIGO
on the Clonshaugh Industrial • In County Sligo the Glencar
Estate;
Spring Water Company set up by
• Animal healthcare company,
Sligo born John McSharry plans
Glaxo Ltd, is to begin construction
to inves t £ 1.3 million in
of a new 800 sq m office extension
developing its bottling plant at
at its Grange Road, Rathfarnham
Tormore.
Glancar.
About
premises shortly.
£300,000 is to be spent on the
• Glenstar Ltd, a subsidiary of the
construction aspects of the
Northern Ireland-based building
project.
contracting company, McAleer and
Rushe, has been granted the
necessary planning permission for
a £3.5 million office development LONGFORD
at Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock. • Longford is shortly to get a major
Two three storey blocks will be
new industry with a 1,400 job
constructed;
potential. Brazilian textlle
CORK
company,
Dona
Isabel
• In Cork hydraulic platform • Computer software manufacturers
Claris Ireland plans to invest £7
Corporation,
is
currently
manufacturers, Simon Eurolift,
million in the construction of a
negotiating with the IDA for the
are planning to spend £3 million
new custom-built plant at the
project which could involve an
in expanding their facilities. The
Ballycoolen Industrial Park in
investment of $64 million.
company is to appoint a building
Blanchardstown, Co. Dublin. The
contractor over the next few'
new plant is to measure around
weeks;
8,250 sq m. Work is to begin in
• One of the largest construction
KILKENNY
May of this year;
projects planned for Cork in
recent times is the proposed • Office eqUipment company. Office • One of the country's largest
and Electronics Ltd. plans to
contracting companies - Mahon
£1700 million chemical plant
spend £500,00 in developing a
and McPhillips - are to develop
planned for Ringaskiddy by the
new two-storey unit on the
five acres at their headquarters on
Sandoz Company of Switzerland.
Sandyford Industrial Estate;
Patrick Street, Kilkenny, to
While planning permission has
provide a £15 million commercial
been granted for the project there • Rohan Construction have begun
development.
work on a major new factory at
have been 13 objections to the
Rathcoole, Dublin for PWA
County Council's decision and this
International. In a £24 million
decision has been appealed to an
investment PWA will establish a
Bord Pleanala. A final ruling on
6,116 sq m factory for the re- KERRY
the proposal is expected by March
manufacture of major cases and • A £700,000 extension is being
next;
house tubines for aircraft engines
built at the Gleneagle Hotel in
• Actons Hotel in Kinsale is to get a
Killarney. The 48 bedroom project
£500,00 bedroom block extension
is to be completed in Mayor June
this year with work starting next
and the building contractor
KILDARE
August.
carrying out the work is William
• In Kildare the County Council has
granted planning permission to
O'Connor of Killarney.
the Intel Company of California for
DUBLIN
the construction of its multi• Some of the larger new
million pound manufacturing an
construction projects planned for
assembly plant at Collinstown. CLARE
the Dublin area include a new
Leixlip County Kildare. The Design • Work is to begin shortly on the
advance factory and warehousing
team is headed by Proj ect
first phase of the proposed £12
units at Westlink Industrial
managers Jacobs International
million marina project planned for
Estate, Dublin 10, for Monarch
and the mechanical and electrical
Kilrush. County Clare by Shannon
Properties. Work on the project is
consultants on the project are
Maritime Developments. part of
scheduled to begin in October
Environmental Engineering of
SFADCo. Contractors Ascon are
next;
carrying out work on the first
Dublin.
• J & A McInerney Ltd are planning
stage of the scheme.
to build a 1.301 sq m industrial
unit at Ballymount Road while
Fingal Seafoods are to build a TIPPERARY
1,400 sq m extension to their • In Nenagh, Tipperary. Rorer
Ireland Ltd, the pharmaceutical (Source. CIS REPORT)
plant at North Road, Finglas late
manufacturing company, plans to
this year;
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
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developed design and drawings, attending all design team
meetings, preparing co-ordination and working drawings,
and providing for Design Warranty.
VMRA commenced work on Stage 1 in October 1987
and this was complete by December 1987, a period of 10
weeks, dUring which VMRA prepared 40 drawings, 10
bills of quantities and two specifications. At the
conclusion of this stage, H.A. O'Neill Ltd. (Mechanical)
O'Kane Engineering Ltd., (Electrical) were selected to
proceed to Stage 2, to establish whether agreement could
be reached on a contract figure based on delveloped
1: 100 scale design drawings. The client decided at this
stage to appoint VMRA to carry out the Stage 2 design.
The developed design (Stage 2) commenced in January
1988 was complete by April 1988 (12 weeks). VMRA
prepared 100 drawings, four specifications and achieved
significant cost reductions on the cost figures indicated
at the completion of the Stage 1 submissions.
Towards the end of Stage 2 and during Stage 3
(construction) further valued inputs to the design team
emerged with the following appointments:-

HOTEL CONRAD

The Hotel Conrad was a very
interesting, exciting and demanding
project to be involved with. It covered
the period from October 1987 to
tober 1989 and saw VMRA as part of
team which produced a building we
can be pleased with, write Steve
McLoughlin, Director and Philip Cleary,
Senior Electrical Engineer, VMRA.
This paper, apart from describing certain design
features of the building engineering services, also
identifies some of the contractural procedures involved.
The design team for the Hotel Conrad project, as
established at September 1987 comprised:
Client
Operator
Architect
Services Engineers :
Quantity Surveyors :
Structural Engineer:

Earlsfort Centre
Devleopments Ltd.
Conrad Hotel
Burke-Kennedy Doyle & Partners
VMRA

Speidel & Partners
Muir Associates

DUring September and October 1987 VMRA established a
b 'ef for the services. This was obtained over a number of
tings with a single representative of the Conrad Hotel
oup. From the brief, a cost plan and design concepts
were established. The brief called for the maintenance of
the worldwide five star Conrad standards, ie, fully airconditioned and fully fire sprinkled. The temperate Irish
climate had no say in these matters.
The scale of the project as established included:- 11,000 sq m floor area;
- 110 floors, 7 of which are bedrooms;
- 200 bedrooms;
- 2 restaurants;
- 3 function rooms;
- 6 conference rooms;
- bar, lobby lounge, business centre;
- kitchen;
- offices, staff changing, workshop;
- car park
At the onset, the client sought full responsibility for the
final design resting with the contractors. VMRA initial
appointment (Stage 1) was to establish a brief and design
concepts, prepare a cost plan and seek submissions from
selected contractors based on 1:200 scale, outline
drawings, specifications and approximate bills of
quantities. The costs submitted by the contractors would
include all design costs associated with preparing the
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Client
Conrad
Interior
Lighting Consultant:
Catering/Laundry

2 No project managers;
Various personnel;
Wilson Gregory Aberhard;
Lighting Design Partnership;
Clevenger Associates

A document referred to as a Procedure Code was
introduced which essentially said "the design is frozen
and no variations will be permitted, unless properly
authorised". With hindsight, the very tight budgets and
the Procedure Code would have lived more comfortably
with each other if earlier appointments had been given to
some of these members, particularly against a
background of what one can only describe as a "turbotrack" programme.
The construction stage of the project (Stage 3)
commenced in April 1988 and the building was handed
over to Conrad in October of 1989, a period of 18
months. A feature of the procedures at this stage was
that the complete design team and the design now
became the responsibility of McInerney Construction Ltd,
the main contractors. Much work was done at this stage
in adjusting and co-ordinating the designs, particularly
the public areas, and ensuring the flow in information
kept apace with the works, and that costs were kept
under control.
The construction value of the main contract is in the
order of IR£18 million with the services in the order of
IR£4 million.
Some personal observations taken from this type of
work are:(1) It is a high-risk, high exposure;
(2) A sensible contingency sum is mandatory;
(3) Fees require to be realistic to cover the necessary
level of expertise and input reqUired at both design
and construction stage;
(4) The traditional method of competitive tendering on a
well prepared design still has much to recommend it,
The fuel used on the project is natural gas. VMRA
negotiated, on behalf of the client, competitive terms with
Bord Gais and a supply was obtained from the highpressure gas main in Earlsfort Terrace. Gas is distributed
to serve the heating boilers, hot waster generators,
laundry, bakery and kitchen eqUipment.
The hotel is fully air conditioned. The guestrooms are
fitted with four pipe fan coil units, each with 4-position,
3-speed control switches and 2-position temperature
control. The primary fr sh air supply is ducted from
airhandling units on the roof direct to the inlet of the fan
coil unit at a rate of 25 1/s per room. The extract air from
each guest bathroom is extracted at a rate of 1/s and
ducted to twin extract fans at roof level.
BUILDING SERVICES NEWS. JANUARY
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A run-around heat recovery system is installed between
the bathroom exhaust system and the guest room fresh
air supply systems with a recovery efficiency in the order
of 50%. The guest room corridors are provided with fresh
supply air to achieve two air changes per hour.
The public areas contain spaces with a high diversity of
load such a restaurants. function rooms and conference
rooms. Each of these areas are provided with a central
airhandling unit and a system of variable air volume
terminals are installed to service the respective rooms.
The volume of air handled by the fans is controlled via
inlet gUide vanes with a facility included in the energy
management system for the hotel operator to operate the
plants on full fresh air to purge the rooms.
Two reciprocating chillers. each 300kW capacity. are
provided in a central plantroom at 1st floor level. Chilled
water is distributed at TC to serve the airhandling
systems and the fan coil units. A cooling tower for total
heat rejection is located at roof level.
All airhandling systems are of double-skin construction
and fitted with attenuators. Plant items such as cooling
towers. pumps and chillers are attenuated and/or fitted
with kinetic bases to reduce vibration transmission.
The gas-fired boilers are located at roof level and are of
modular design. with six modules on each of two boiler
units. with a total installed capacity of 1.200 kW. The
boiler operating efficiencies is in the order of 86%.
The ventilation systems to the kitchen provide an air
change rate of 40 changes per hour. A feature of the
supply air system is that half the total air supply to the
kitchen is introduced through the face of the stainless
steel extract canopies. A separate extract system is
provided for the wash-up area. All foul extracts are
discharged at roof level.
A separate extract ventilation system is provided to
remove the rejected heat from the kitchen/stores/bar.
central refrigeration eqUipment. A run-around coil heat
recovery system is provided to recover heat from this
system to service various ventilation plants.
A substantial laundry was provided at a late stage in
the project and a separate supply and extract ventilation
system is provided.

• Five Holpak HNM50/25A/4+ Jockey. manufactured by Hoifeld Pumps
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
for the Conrad Hilton Hotel project.
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The complete domestic hot and cold water systems are
fully pressurised to 5 Bar. The main cold water storage
tanks 240 m 3 capacity is located at basement level. The
hot water system utilises five modular gas-frred hot water
generators. each with a capacity of 2.275 litres per hour.
complete with a buffer tank. to generate hot water at
65·C. Ice-making machines are provided on each floor of
the guest rooms.
An energy management system is provided complete
with four outstations taken to monitor and control the
engineering systems and rooms.
The complete building is fitted with fire sprinklers to
Ordinary Hazard Group 2. A feature of the bedroom
sprinkler installation is the side wall sprinkler head.
The ESB sub-station. which is located in the basement.
supplies the hotel with a single 10 kV supply. ThiS
supply is fed via a medium voltage SF6 circuit breaker. to
a 1.000 kVA. 10.000V/380V oil-filled transformer which
supplies the main low voltage Switchboard.
The main LV switchboard has automatic standby
generator facilities. The standby generator supplies the
essential services (ie. cold rooms. lifts. security systems.
water booster pumps. sump pumps. computer eqUipment
and communication systems).
Sub-main cables run from the main LV switchboard to
the rising busbar for the bedroom. motor control centr
laundry panel. kitchen panel. lift control panels. and .
plant control panels. The rising busbar system supplies
local MCB distribution centres on each floor.
A system of LV and ELV cable trunkings are installed
in ceiling voids to accommodate the sub-circuit wiring.
As drylined partitions were installed and due to the
complexity of electrical services. it was deCided to utilise
PVC conduits in the bedrooms. In the remaining areas
metal conduit was installed.
The telephone systems comprise 4-pair wiring to all
outlets. Each bedroom is provided with a telephone in the
bathroom. telephone at the bedSide and telephone on the
writing desk. At each desk an additional Telecom Eireann
and British Telecom telephone socket outlet is provided
to accommodate the business man who requires facilities
to connect his portable computer or modem to the public
telephone network. The 5th. 6th and 7th floor each guest
room is provided with two telephone lines.
The transport services systems comprises a duplex
passenger lift. duplex services lift and a keg lift.
The two passenger lifts are 1,000 Kg. 13-person. with
1.100 mm wide centre opening doors and a car control
panel on each side of the lift car. All control inter
finishes are carried out by the lift contractor.
~
The two service lifts are 1.000 Kg with 1.200 mm wide
centre opening doors. One service lift has an internal
height of 3 metres. The ears have been finished in
rigidised patterned stainless steel for its robustness.
The keg lift which services the basement. lower and
upper ground floors. has a capacity of 500 Kg.
The fire alarm system. which is a fully-intelligent
system. contains a smoke detector which incorporates an
integral sounder with all other areas protected by means
of smoke and heat detectors and breakglass units as
a ppropriate.
The bathroom ventilation system incorpated duct
detectors and. should these detectors or a bedroom
detector be activated. the ventilation system to that area
will be shut off.
All fire doors are. held open by magnetiC holders and
are linked to the fire alarm system.
To facilitate ease of locating an activated detector the
fire alarm panel will display the precise location of that
detector (eg guest bedroom number.
The fire alarm system is interconnected to the paging
system. Also. a fire alarm repeater panel is installed in
the telephonists's room.
A security system is provided comprising CCTV and
intruder alarm eqUipment. The system was designed to
ensure protection at all exit and entry routes and high
risk area.
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6-8 Richmond Avenue,
Fairview, Dublin 3.
Telephone (01) 376076
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The Conrad Hilton is the latest in a long list of prestigious Hotels to use Runtal Radiators. This list includes
Jury's Hotel, p.v. Doyle Hotels, Ashford Castle, Adare Manor and Mount Julie!. Runtal are specialists in Radiator
heating.
At Runtai we work with your design team from an early stage in the project to ensure that you get a heating
system that is tailored to your building design.
And we know that requirements change from project to project and at different stages during the design. And
because of this co-operation we can incorporate any changes you're making into what we're making for you.
We specially construct each emitter to suit any design need. We have the backing of a Certificate of assessed
Capability awarded to Runtal by the British Standards Institute.
This allows our Research and Development team to design and test non-standard designs and applications.
And we guarantee the results.

Ask Runtal about radiators.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S714

Head Office:
Runtalrad Limited, Beech Hill,
Clonskeagh, Dublin 4, Ireland.
Tel: 695333/695514.
Fax: 697748.
A Jones Group Company.
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nt hot water generator.

Pumps
Holfeld pumps, the Dublin-based fluid handling
specialists, supplied various types of pumps and
pumping plant to the new Conrad Hilton hotel including
pumps for the chilled water, LPHW, domestic hot water
and the heat recovery systems. The company
manufactured a Holpak HNM50/25A/4 + jockey, a
packaged pressure booster pumpset was also supplied
for the general cold water, and secondary hot water
services to the hotel complex as a whole.
The pressure booster set was designed to cater for a
varying demand/load for an off-peak load of 5 litres per
sec up to 50 lps. This is achieved DY bringing each
in ividual booster pump into service as the system
d increases, up to the fmal total load.
le first pump is designed as an· almost continuously
running jockey pump rate at 5 lps, ie, 10% of total load,
and is designed to cut out only when there is no demand
whatsoever. The second, third and fourth main duty
pumps are brought into service by individual pressure
switches on a staggered pressure setting arrangement, as
the system demand varies. Each individual pump is rated
at 15 lps. The fourth pump of the system being stand by
to the main duty pump.
Holfeld Pumps led by Frank Nugent whose primary
activity centres around the mechanical services industry,
also secured orders during 1989 for the supply of
Grundfos pumps and the manufacture of Holpak
packaged pumpsets to various other major projects
including: Servier Laboratories, Arklow; Christ Church
Square, High Street, Dublin; Mount Juliet Hotel,
Kilkenny;' Allergan Pharmaceuticals, Westport; Custom
House Docks Financial Services Centre, Dublin and
Ballygoran Park Stud, Kildare.
An extensive number of small to medium sized projects
in the industrial, commercial, institutional/local
authority and semi state sectors - both directly and
indirectly - were supplied by Holfeld Pumps- through
contractors. An encouraging order book has been
established as carry forward from last year into 1990.
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For the heating needs of the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Stelrad Ideal Super Plus gas-fired boilers were supplied
by Davies of Fairview. The Super Plus was developed
from the very successful Concord Super range but differs
from it in having 100Kw output finned aluminium tube
heat exchangers instead of 50Kw finned copper tubes.
Other key features of this range of boilers are, less
units to service for larger installations; the modules are
all on one side; no access required at the back, highefficiency, low noise, low weight, mirlimum floor area. In
this installation there are two 5-module boilers, each
producing 500 Kw output.
Each boiler is a fully-packaged modular system, with
individual control of each module. Incorporated are builtin sequence control, single wiring point, single flue outlet,
single flow, return and gas connection to the headers
supplied.
Beaumont water heaters, - again supplied by Davies.
The domestic hot water needs are supplied by a system
designed to raise 12,500 litres of water per hour through
50·C and to deliver it free of Legionella Pneumonophila
into baffled storage cylinders from which it is circulated.
Five Beaumont-type DF5 direct gas-fired water heaters
with stainless steel heat exchangers are installed, with
stainless steel interconnecting pipe work to 2 - 1,000 litre
Beaumont stainless steel baffled water storage cylinders.
The installation is controlled by a Beaumont design
microprocessor.

• Ideal gas-flTed boilers.

Bathroom Suites
The 190 bathroom suites supplied to the Conrad Hilton
Hotel by Davies of Fairview consisted of Twyfords luxury
Debut WC sets and Twyfords Aria vanity basins for fiXing
under marble top.
The baths are Bette super steel 3.5 mm thick, the size
of bath 1700 x 900 wide, which was a special request for
the client to have wide width baths.
To complement these fixtures the Twyfords luxury Inca
range of fitting were used, together with the Mira shower
mixers incorporating the famous American spectacular
shower heads.
The bathroom accessories (ie towel rails, towel racks,
toilet roll holders, towel rings). are the well-known Albony
and Charlston range of accessories.
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AIR TERMINAL FOR THE 90's
4

3

/
2

WALL MOUNTED FAN COIL
UNIT - WITHOUT CABINET.

FAN COIL TERMINALS
1. Seven fan sizes - 95M3/HR to 800.
2. One casing design for both vertical and
horizontal unit, offering last minute flexibility
on site.
3. Enclosed coil sections with capacities from
600W to 6000W.
4. Low sound power levels.
5. Installed in all major hotel groups worldwide.
CONRAD-DUBLlN
HILTON CONRAD - LONDON
DORCHESTER-LONDON
HOTEL EUROPE - STUTTGART
RAMADA-STOCKHOLM

VARIABLE AIR VOLUME TERMINALS
1. Hoses connected from the orifice
plate to tappings for air flow
measurement.
2. Air hoses from the orifice plate to the
air velocity sensor.
3. Actuator.
4. Flow controller with velocity sensor.
5. Cable entry for power supply and
control cables.
6. Ideal for large fluctuating loads
experienced in hotel conference
centres.
7. Installed in Conrad -Dublin, E.E.C.
Head Office - Amsterdam, Hotel
Athenaeum - Athens.
FLOORMASTER DISPLACMENT TERMINALS
1. Ideal for open plan offices without false ceilings.
2. Available in flat, quarter - cylindrical, semi cylindrical and cylindrical models.
3. Low terminal air velocities and sound levels.
4.Air flow from 0.1 to 8M3/S.
5.Chosen by Volvo Automobiles as the primary
terminals in their Swedish works.

All

5

•

.FJ.akt

ASEA BROWN BOVERI

Environmental Control Division
ASEA Brown Boveri Ltd.
Whitestown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 522622. Telex: 93681. Telefax: 522985.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S714

A

semicircular FLOORMASTER unit in a shop.
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Ale & Building
Management
System

When ABB were chosen
as one of the major
suppliers for the Conrad
International
hotel.
Dublin. it coincided with
t
first year of the Asea
and Brown Boveri
merger.
As a result. ABB were
able to offer a unique
package of products
including:
•

Air handling units
ranging from 0.4m3/5
to 6.lm3/5. with 5 off
in-built heat recovery
systems;

•

27 off variable air
volume
terminals
serving the public
areas. all with terminal
re-heats. both LPHW
and electric. Intelligent
controls in-built in
each terminal offers a
fully
pressure
independent system;

•

230 air diffusers.
retangular. slots and
circular exhaust sized
specifically - for low
sound and low air
velocities;

•

228 off 4-pipe coils
servicing the bedrooms
with their associated
control assembles.
Prior to installation.
the fan coils were
tested in a full size
bedroom mock up on
site to proof the low
sound reqUirements.
and suitability for a
limited
space
installation;

ABB
supplied
the
electrical distribu tion
network incorporating a
IMVA transformer. a
SFGMV circuit breaker.
main board. 900 AMPBS
rising bus bar and 3 off
low-voltage distribution
boards.
The entire mechanical
plant. including the boiler
and refrigeration services.
were controlled with ABB
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• Mulcahy stainless steel canopy

field devices connected to
the "Cylon" building
managing system.
The
management
system. with its excellent
dynamic graphics. offers a
user-friendly display of
each mechanical system.
with a space temperature
deviation of I·C. the Cylon
system demonstrates the
energy-saving potential
when choosing a building
management system to a

conventional
system.

discreet

The ABB management
system also interfaces and
provides dynamic graphics
call up for the boiling
control and loss prevention
systems. micro procession
controlled chiller systems.
micro controlled fire
systems
and
micro
processed
con trolled
security systems.
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No chimney required ... or
outside wall, vent, solid fuel,
gas, wood or electricity. Is
this a miraculous fIre you
ask? ... well at least I did
when I came across it
recently for the first time.
I'm referring to the Rafford
real-flame fIre which is said
to give off the equivalent heat
of a 2.5 kw electric fire. It is
available through most large
DIY and department stores
in the UK, in a variety of
versions such as the solid
pine with tile inserts
(ST£649) and the Adam-style
surround in white or with
mahogany finish (both
ST£499).
For those who already have a
complete fITe surround in
place the fIre can be
purchased on its own for
ST£199.

An oversight meant that no
offICial photographer had
been booked to record the
presentation of prizes,
especially that of the Golfer
of the Year, Ray Byrne.

The reason it requires no
ventilation is that it runs on
alcohol-based fuel which
comes in foil trays with tearoff alcohol-based fuel which
tear-off lids. They simply slot
into the grate and are lit by a
taper.

Thankfully. Gerry was on
hand to step into the breach.
the result of his
photographic prowess being
there for all to see on the
cover of this issue.

A six-pack of trays costs
St£7.99 and each lasts for
2.5 hours.

00

Maybe you all know about
the Rafford already but, I
must admit that it was a new
one to me.

000
Talking of things new, I see
Bernie Contelloe has
developed a new
instantaneous hot water
supply system.
Called Heatsaver, the
package consists of a
compact brazed heat
exchanger, a bronze
secondary hot water
circulator and two strap-on
pipe thermostats.
It is available from Bernie's
company - Euro Design
Fluid Handling Systemsfrom whom a comprehensive
explanatory leaflet can be
obtained on request.

000

CD

My thanks to Gerry Phelan
for coming the rescue just
prior to Christmas at the
BTU Donner in Hermitage.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7S714
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• "Eh.. excuse me Tom. sorry to interrupt but can we get on with the proceedings
please" ... Liam Stenson. as usual keeping his composure despit Tom Scott's
dalliance during the "Turkey Shoot" presentations at Hermitage.
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By the way, Gerry, that
beach ball floating in mid air
in your window display is
holding up to the traffIc on
the Rock Road every
morning. especially at rush
hour.
Time and again I've been
caught behind drivers who.
having been slowed almost to
a standstill outside your
offIce, stop and stare trying
to figure out how the ball is
suspended in mid air.
But then of course you'll
argue that that's the whole
point of it. I have to admit
that, as an attention grabber,
it works.

Any chance Tom that you'll
now return to unoffIcially
appointed offICial
photographer for all BTU
outings?

000
Turning to more serious
matters (what could be more
serious than golf I hear some
of you ask!), I note that the
Minister for the
Environment. Mr Flynn, has
said that there will be no
controversy about smog in
Dublin by this time next
year.
Apparently, people will be
able to see that the problem
is being dealt with "in a
planned and organised way".
I seem to remember hearing
something similar this time
last year.
However, the difference of
course for 1990 is that Mr
Flynn has now taken over as
Chairman of the EC's
Environmental Council.
Nonetheless, who cares
about the motivation if the
end result is desirable?

00
000
Getting back to the golf. my
congratulations to new BTU
Captain Sean Smith.
However, I don't envy you
Sean, following as you are on
the heels of Tom Scott.
Tom's reign as Captain set a
very high standard, the time
and effort he put into the
task making all outings and
related events associated
with his captaincy something
special to be remembered.

While it's unfair to single out
anyone pre-Christmas
function over another, I
make the exception with the
ABB gathering in Taylors
Hall because the result of
the offICial draw for the
hamper - which all guests
were eligible for - was not
announced on the evening in
question.
The winner was Philip
Cleary of VRMA.
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Radiator Thermostats
THE BEST
THING NEXT
TO A
-RADIATOR

NO BETTER
CHOICE
.NOBETTER

.

NAME

J.J. SAMPSON & SON LTD.
71, Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Ballyfermot Road, Dublin 10.
Telephone: (01) 268111. Fax: (01) 269334.
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In fact, we make over three million circulators a year - for factories
and schools, hospitals and apartment buildings. Which makes us
the world leader.
Grundfos circulators are quiet,
easy to install and maintain. Above
all, our pumps are supremely reliable. They're designed and manufactured using the latest CAD/CAM
technology to tolerances that set the
standard for the industry. And backed by hundreds
oftraining and service experts.
We have an entire research division - soon to
include a new 100 million Danish kroner research
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol29/iss1/1
and
development center - devoted to finding new
DOI:
10.21427/D7S714

materials, improved designs
and better production
techniques.
And for good reason...
Because we're counting on
our high standards ofquality
to keep us in circulation for a
long time to come.
Founded in 1945 in Denmark, Grundfos today has production, sales and service facilities worldwide. The company
manufactures a wide ronge ofpumps for heating systems.
industrial applications, irrigation plants, and urban and
rurol water supply.

~~~~~~~
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Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Pork, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954926. Telex: 90544.

